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Abstract A parsimonious model is presented as an alternative to delta approaches
to modelling zero-inflated continuous data. The data model relies on an exponentially
compound Poisson process, also called the law of leaks (LOL). It represents the pro-
cess of sampling resources that are spatially distributed as Poisson distributed patches,
each containing a certain quantity of biomass drawn from an exponential distribution.
In an application of the LOL, two latent structures are proposed to account for spatial
dependencies between zero values at different scales within a hierarchical Bayesian
framework. The LOL is compared to the delta-gamma (��) distribution using bottom-
trawl survey data. Results of this case study emphasize that the LOL provides slightly
better fits to learning samples with a very high proportion of zero values and small
strictly positive abundance data. Additionally, it offers better predictions of validation
samples.
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1 Introduction

Abundance survey data (e.g., counts, biomass) typically contain a large proportion
of zeros accompanied by a skewed distribution of the remaining values, including
extremes. Martin et al. (2005) recently argued that the analysis of such zero-inflated
data (Heilbron 1994) should begin by distinguishing the sources of excess zeros. Three
general sources can affect the choice of a model. The most trivial is the inclusion in
a data set of observations from areas where there are no chances of making a non-
zero observation, such as areas outside the possible environmental range of a species.
These cases are easily addressed by excluding them from analysis. Remaining true
zero values can occur as a direct result of the effect under study (e.g., suitability of a
given intertidal habitat) or as a stochastic result of sampling from areas of low density.
On the other hand, false zeros can occur as a result of detection limits, observer effects
(e.g., hiding behavior in the presence of observers) or a mistiming of observation
(e.g., sampling a site that is normally occupied by a species, just not at the time of
observation).

Zero-inflated data create many problems for statistical analysis. First, the sample
mean computed from overdispersed data can be an imprecise indicator of stock abun-
dance (Pennington 1996). Second, designing realistic models for such data remains
a challenge. For instance, the Poisson and the negative binomial distributions (if the
data are discrete) or the lognormal and gamma distributions (in the continuous case)
are common models proposed for marine surveys samples. But the spike at zero in the
empirical histograms often contains many more zeros than would be expected from
these standard distributions. Consequently, these common sense approaches often lead
to poor fits (Welsh et al. 1996) since the underlying distributional assumptions (e.g.
variance-mean relationship for the Poisson distribution, null probability of zero value
in the continuous case) are violated.

Model properties are commonly exploited to define efficient indicators of stock
abundance useful to monitor species over time and guide management decisions.
Consequently, a fair amount of statistical effort has recently been devoted to dealing
with zero-inflated data sets. However, these developments have focused mainly on the
modelling of discrete zero-inflated data (Martin et al. 2005; Ridout et al. 1998). Counts
with extra zeros can be modelled with the well-known Zero-Inflated Poisson and Neg-
ative Binomial regression models (ZIP and ZINB, respectively) (Lambert 1992) or
with their respective Random-Effects version (RE-ZIP and RE-ZINB) (Hall 2000). In
the continuous case, delta models (i.e., conditional or two part-models) are routinely
used by ecologists to analyze abundance data for fish and plankton surveys with many
zero values (Pennington 1983; Chyan-Huei Lo et al. 1992; Fletcher et al. 2005). These
models assume that the presence–absence of a species at a site and its abundance
when present result from separate ecological mechanisms. Formally, these mixture
models separately define the occurrence of a zero value as a Bernoulli random trial
and the positive abundances using either a gamma (Stefansson 1996) or a lognormal
(Aitchison and Brown 1957) random variable. They have the attractive advantage of
an orthogonal parametrization, which makes them easy to fit and interpret. They offer
a powerful framework to analyze and predict the spatial distribution of organisms as
they can incorporate a parametric regression to relate the sources of zero observations
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and species abundance when present to environmental characteristics. However, the
break between zero and non-zero values presents a particularly unnatural discontinuity
in species abundance or density data, where many zeros are an important component
of decreasing gradients. In addition, there is no change of parameters of delta models
that coherently matches a change of sampling effort.

In this paper, we propose an alternative model for the analysis of continuous zero-
inflated data. Its parsimonious stochastic structure is based on a mixture of distribu-
tions: a Poisson random sum of exponential variables. This compound Poisson process,
originally coined la loi des fuites (the law of leaks—LOL) by Bernier and Fandeux
(1970), represents the process of sampling resources that have a latent patchy spa-
tial distribution in an homogeneous areal unit (e.g., with environmental conditions).
Abundance data result from an appealing representation of data collected from a hid-
den Poisson sampling process, ensuring spatial coherence with regards to a change of
sampling effort. If covariates were known to explain the latent data model variability,
the occurrence of zeros could then be interpreted as a natural endpoint of a progression
from high to low intensities.

The LOL model is then embedded as a data submodel within a general hierarchi-
cal framework to take into account possible between-unit biological or environmental
heterogeneity. Indeed, it is well known that physical features and processes (e.g., water
depth, currents, winds,. . .) create broad-scale spatial structure in the environment and
biological systems such as gradients and large patchy structures separated by disconti-
nuities (Legendre and Legendre 1998). Hierarchical Bayesian modelling distinguishes
between the three different stages of a model’s hierarchy: a data submodel describing
how the data y are collected, a process submodel accounting for spatial covariations
(or the dynamics) of the phenomenon through latent variables z, and a top structure
that quantifies the partial knowledge about the unknown parameters θ . We compared
two different process submodels to represent spatial variations at areal unit level. The
first one, which we term regionalized, consists of a same distribution for area-specific
random effects. The idea underlying this submodel is that information is shared among
exchangeable areal units. In the second approach, we considered the model proposed
by Besag, York and Mollié (called BYM model) (Besag et al. 1991) to introduce local
spatial dependencies between neighboring areal units. For a fair and realistic compar-
ison, the competing delta models were embedded as a data submodel within similar
hierarchical structures.

We computed Bayes factors from a bottom-trawl survey dataset to compare the
fitting abilities of competing models. Bayes factors are known to be sensitive to prior
choice, and informative priors are recommended to get a meaningful comparison
between models. We adapted the frequentist approach of split test sample analysis
to easily verify Bayes factor sensitivity to priors in our case study. We also com-
puted the posterior predictive loss criterion proposed by Gelfand and Ghosh (1998)
to compare the predictive abilities of competing models. In this paper, we argue
that:

1. The LOL conveniently accommodates the presence of a large number of zeros and
a skewed distribution of non-zero values.
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2. In our case study, the LOL has slightly better fitting abilities than the delta models
when the abundance data contain a very large proportion of zeros and small strictly
positive abundances.

3. In our case study, the LOL predicts the data much better than the commonly used
delta models.

4. Thanks to Markov Chain Monte-Carlo inferential techniques (MCMC), only few
additional computational costs are required when dealing with the two additional
latent layers of the LOL (The LOL can itself be viewed as a hierarchical data
model).

5. The introduction of a spatial structure on the top of the hierarchy is straightfor-
ward. It can improve the robustness of marine resource survey analyses which are
frequently characterized by relatively small sample sizes due to the high cost of
sampling at sea.

In the following section, we detail the available bottom-trawl survey dataset then, the
conceptual and mathematical hypotheses underpinning the LOL model used to rep-
resent zero-inflated data. Two possible underlying spatial patterns of abundance data
for the process submodel are proposed. In Sect. 3, we briefly describe the Bayesian
inference techniques used. Section 4 compares the fitting and predictive abilities of the
LOL model with a delta model using our case study. Finally, we discuss the advantages
and limits of the LOL.

2 Hierarchical modelling of spatially structured zero-inflated data

2.1 Data description

Scientific bottom-trawl surveys have been conducted by Fisheries and Oceans Canada
in the southern Gulf of St. Lawrence (sGSL) (NW Atlantic) each September since
1971 (Hurlbut and Clay 1990). The main objective is to quantify the abundance and
the distribution of various marine species.

The survey follows a stratified random design, with stratification based on depth
and geographic area. Each year, the number of sampling sites chosen is generally
proportional to the size of each stratum. The total number of sites sampled annually
has varied from about 65–75 during the 1970s to 140–200 in all but one year since
1989.

The target fishing procedure is a 30-min straight-line tow at 3.5 knots (i.e., 3.21 km
trawled distance). However, the actual distance trawled can vary because some tows
are shortened to avoid tearing the net on rough bottom and because of variations in
vessel speed resulting from prevailing winds and currents. Consequently, it is recorded
after the catch as the difference between starting and ending positions of tow.

Collected species are identified, sorted, weighted (in kilogrammes per tow) and
some are counted and measured. While the survey was initially targetted at fish, data
on the abundance of epibenthic invertebrates such as urchins, starfishes, whelks and
anemones have also been collected since the mid 1980s.
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Certain environmental covariates are measured at each sampling site: depth, water
temperature. Moreover, the type of bottom sediment at each sampling site can be
inferred from a geological map of the sGSL, made in 1973 (Loring and Nota 1973).

These covariates are not considered in this study though they were used to refine
the sampling stratification of the sGSL in 38 (instead of 27) areal units containing
approximately uniform habitats (see Ancelet 2008 for details).

We used data on the abundance of sea urchins (Strongylocentrotus sp.) and sea
anemones (order Actiniaria) collected from 1999 to 2001, which corresponds to 540
bottom-trawl surveys. The time period was chosen so as to minimize the impact of
interannual changes in abundance on our analyses. These species were chosen for
two main reasons. First, they are relatively sessile with very negligible interannual
movements on the scale of the survey. Secondly, they have clearly different spatial
distributions in the sGSL (Fig. 1). Urchins are present in most of the sGSL except
where the grazing opportunities for this herbivore are limited by depth (e.g., in the
northern part of the survey area called Laurentian channel, >200 m depth) or sediment
type (e.g., silty areas in south and east of Prince Edward Island). In contrast, anemo-
nes have a more restricted distribution in the sGSL. Large catches mainly occur in the
Laurentian Channel. The empirical distribution of the abundances of anemones con-
tains many more zeros and is characterized by smaller strictly positive abundances
compared to the distribution for urchins (Fig. 2). Like the majority of marine organ-
isms, both species are distributed in patches of localized variable abundance, inter-
spersed by numerous and relatively large areas of absence (Fig. 1). The data can be
obtained on request from the third author (email: hugues.benoit@dfo-mpo.gc.ca).

2.2 The traditional delta models

Let {yk; k = 1, 2, 3, . . . , r} denote quantities of biomass measured in r sampling
sites located in a survey area D and {Sk; k = 1, 2, 3, . . . , r} the corresponding sam-
pling effort (i.e., swept area as in our case study but, in other contexts, could also
be volume filtered, observation time, . . .). The records of r independent sampling
events contain strictly positive continuous values but zero values can also occur. Zero-
inflated continuous data sets are often modelled using delta models. Delta models are

Fig. 1 The spatial distribution of sea urchins (left) and sea anemones (right) biomass from individual tows
in the sGSL bottom-trawl survey, 1999–2000–2001. The “*” denotes the sites of null catch whereas the
radii of the circles are proportional to the biomass caught (in kg/tow)
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Fig. 2 Two examples of zero-inflated datasets: the biomass (kg/tow) of sea urchins (left) and sea anemones
(right) from individual tows in the sGSL bottom-trawl survey, 1999–2000–2001

named after the Dirac function at zero, modelling the occurrence of a zero value with a
Bernoulli random variable. The other component gives the strictly positive abundances
using either a gamma or a lognormal distribution after rescaling the data yk by the
catch effort Sk (k = 1, 2, . . . , r ). The cumulative distribution function (c.d.f) of the
abundance Yk (Yk ≥ 0) is:

[Yk ≤ yk] = δ + (1 − δ)Gλ

(
yk

Sk

)

where:

– δ (0 ≤ δ ≤ 1) denotes the probability of null catch (i.e., of zero data) per unit of
area.

– Gλ is a continuous c.d.f. (gamma or lognormal) defined by a set of unknown param-
eters λ and describing the abundance of strictly positive values per unit of area.

In this paper, the notation [ ] means either a distribution function for discrete variable
or a density for continuous ones (Gelfand and Smith 1990).

In what follows, Gλ denotes a gamma cumulative distribution function. Actually,
we followed the results of Myers and Pepin (1990) which suggested that the use of
a gamma density is preferable to the use of a lognormal density for fisheries data
especially when there is a considerable probability of small observations as this is the
case for the urchins and anemones of the sGSL. A shape parameter α > 0 and a rate
parameter β > 0 are added by the gamma density Gλ (i.e., λ = (α, β)):

[Yk = 0] = δ

[Yk = yk] = (1 − δ)
βα

�(α)

(
yk

Sk

)α−1

exp

(
−β

(
yk

Sk

))
with yk > 0
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Consequently, three unknown quantities (α, β, δ) characterize the random mech-
anism of data occurrence for this particular delta model called delta-gamma model
(�� model).

A property of towing a net is that the same overall distribution would be expected
to hold for a long tow as for a short tow. Unfortunately, it is not the case with the ��

distribution. This can be simply seen by considering the characteristic function of the
�� distribution, given by:

ϕ��(t) = E(eitYk |α, β, δ) = δ + (1 − δ)
1(

1 − i t Sk
β

)α

It is clear that the probability distribution of the sum of two �� variables is not a
�� distribution but a quite complex one for which analytical results are not trivial to
obtain. The lack of such additivity property is a major drawback when working of the
�� distribution (Stefansson 1996). A preliminary standardization of data is needed to
consider biomass abundances rescaled to the same sampling effort. Therefore, when
tow durations are very dispersed, this standardization produces an artificial increase
of the number of zero values and indicators of stock abundance are then biased.

2.3 A new competing data model: the LOL

The LOL belongs to the class of compound Poisson processes until now used to model
continuous-time stochastic processes. It was initially designed to model losses from
French gas pipelines (Bernier and Fandeux 1970). Exponential gas intensities would
flow out from Poisson distributed holes all along a pipe and only the sum of the
local contributions was measured. It is also commonly used in the insurance industry,
assuming exponentially-distributed damage events occurring as a temporal Poisson
process. In what follows, we propose to extend the LOL model to represent spatial
stochastic processes by pointing out an ecological analogy: a latent Poisson sampling
process collecting patches of organisms that each have an associated exponential mass.
Formally, the LOL can be presented under a hierarchical setting.

2.3.1 The underlying process submodel with latent patches

Conceptually, the LOL describes the process involved in sampling many of the living
organisms that are the focus of ecological analysis. For example, imagine one bottom-
trawl survey that consists in sweeping the sea floor with a large fishing net to collect
organisms of a given species. The model assumes there are patches of organisms to
be collected. Patches are drawn from an homogeneous Poisson process so that the
random number Nk of patches collected during the sampling event k is given by:

Nk ∼ Poisson(Skμ)
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where μ is the expected number of patches for a unit of sampling effort. The latent
Nk are independent but not identically distributed Poisson variables depending on the
corresponding sampling effort Sk .

Each patch pk = 1, . . . , Nk contains a certain biomass Mpk . We assumes that
the Mpk are independent and exponentially distributed with parameter ρ such that
E(Mpk ) = 1

ρ
:

Mpk

i.i.d∼ Exp(ρ), pk = 1, . . . , Nk

The exponential distribution is chosen for both reasons of parsimony and because of
a conjugate property that simplifies Bayesian inference of the model.

2.3.2 The data submodel

The sum of the individual patches captured by the trawl yields the total observed sam-
ple biomass Yk = ∑Nk

pk=1 Mpk (see Fig. 3). By definition, an absence of patches (i.e.,
Nk = 0) offers a zero value and the occurrence of at least one patch (i.e., Nk ≥ 1)
produces a strictly positive outcome, distributed as the random sum of independent
exponential variables (i.e., gamma pdf). As defined, the LOL model belongs to the
class of compound Poisson processes.

Fig. 3 Four example of individual bottom-trawl survey tows. The LOL is obtained by harvesting a marked
Poisson point process
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Conditionally on ρ and the unknown number of patches Nk (k = 1, 2, . . . , r ), we
see that:

Yk |Nk, ρ ∼
{

�(Nk, ρ) if Nk > 0
δ0 if Nk = 0

where the scale parameter ρ is interpreted as the inverse of average biomass in each
patch. The above equation shows the explicitation of the latent variables Mpk makes
easier the conditional description of the LOL model. However, their knowledge is
not necessary to define the distribution of the abundance data Yk (k = 1, 2, . . . , r)

because, working conditionally on ρ and μ only, we integrate out the latent Nk to
obtain the pdf for the LOL:

[Yk = yk |μ, ρ] =
{∑∞

n=1

(
e−Skμ (μSk )

n

n!
)

ρn

�(n)
yn−1

k e−ρyk if yk > 0

e−Skμ if yk = 0
(1)

The zero occurrence (no patch) is only a function of the unknown parameter μ.
In contrast to the �� model, only two unknown quantities (ρ, μ) are necessary to
describe the random mechanism of data occurrence.

2.3.3 Model properties

In this subsection, we briefly sum up some interesting properties of the LOL model.
The characteristic function of the LOL is:

ϕLOL(t) = E(eitYk |μ, ρ) = e
itμSk
ρ−i t (2)

Common quantities of interest for ecologists are easily derived. The probability of
getting a zero value at site k is given by e−Skμ and the pointwise mean and variance
of the abundance linearly depends on the sampling effort Sk :

E(Yk |ρ,μ) = μSk

ρ

Var(Yk |ρ,μ) = 2μSk

ρ2

The coefficient of variation
√

2
μSk

will desirably increase towards infinity as the

expected number of patches tends to zero.
To represent the variability of each capture event, the LOL assumes that, within

a survey area, the occurrence of individuals of a species follows an homogeneous
Poisson point process (with exponential marks). As a consequence, the model inherits
a Poisson spatial coherence with regards to a change of sampling effort. Imagine that
the sampling effort goes from S1 to S̃ = S1 ∪ S2, with S1 ∩ S2 = ∅. The events Y1 and
Y2 made in a same survey area occur independently on S1 and S2, and Eq. 2 shows
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the total catch event Y ′ = Y1 + Y2 also follows a LOL distribution. More generally,
the LOL model is stable by addition and is a well known member, as a compound
Poisson process, of the class of distributions with infinite divisibility property (Feller
1971). Therefore, contrary to the �� distribution, the LOL enables to work with raw
data directly. Each survey set corresponds to a sampling event according to an homo-
geneous Poisson point process: the greater the sampling effort, the greater the number
of collected patches.

Moreover, the LOL offers a natural representation of data collected along a gra-
dient, where zeros are often a natural endpoint of a progression from high to low
abundances. Contrary to delta models with a lognormal or a gamma non-zero com-
ponent, the probability density function of Eq. 1 tends to a strictly positive value at
zero (namely μρe−μ). Hence, some interplay between parameters μ (controlling the
probability of absence) and ρ ensures a much smoother link between the zero and
non-zero values than the delta models characterized by an abrupt shift modelled by a
Dirac function.

2.4 Accounting for spatial dependencies between areal units

As defined in the previous sections, both the LOL and �� models assume that sam-
pling events are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d) random experiments.
This strong hypothesis means that the survey area D must be small enough to encom-
pass a rather uniform habitat, suitable for the studied species and characterized by a
non-structured spatial distribution of patches at the (micro) scale of a tow. In prac-
tice, this hypothesis is often violated. Additionally, the models ignore the ubiquitous
observation that the distribution of organisms is structured at numerous spatial scales
(Legendre and Legendre 1998).

We now deal with the situation where the survey area is split into I known areal
units, each small enough to encompass a rather homogeneous habitat. For instance, in
our case study, the sGSL has been divided into 38 homogeneous strata (Sect. 2.1).

A first basic idea consists in leading inference of the model on each areal unit
i (i = 1, 2, . . . , I ) separately. The weakness of this method is obvious: in small areal
units with few samples only, the quality of the estimation will be very poor.

But all areal units share a common feature: they are located in the same ecosystem.
We might therefore expect that their properties present generally similar behavior. In
the following sections, we develop a hierarchical model aimed at sharing information
among units. Two cases are considered, a regionalized version where information is
shared between all units and one in which information is shared only amongst neigh-
boring units. These structures are applied to both LOL and �� models.

2.4.1 A regionalized structure to borrow strength from exchangeable areal units

The LOL and �� submodels yield the total amount of biomass collected, Yi,k , at site
k located in areal unit i (i = 1, 2, . . . , I ). Both the LOL and �� distribution are
defined by area specific sets of parameters: (μi , ρi ) and (δi , αi , βi ), respectively.
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A simple structure to take into account a similar behavior between areal units is
a regionalized version of the data submodels in which an upper level is added to the
basic models. The parameters of the data submodels called zi (i = 1, 2, . . . , I ) are
assumed to stem from an i.i.d common regional distribution H describing the various
degrees of resemblance between sites. We obtain a non linear mixed model:

[zi |θ ] ∼i.i.d H (θ)

For instance, the LOL with zi = (μi , ρi ) can be regionalized (model called
Rμ,ρ-LOL) via a gamma structure as a convenient regional distribution H with
θ = (a, b, c, d). For areal unit i taken at random in the survey area D, the ex-
pected number of patches μi and the expected biomass contained in each patch 1/ρi

are random effects following a gamma distribution of parameters (a, b) and (c, d),
respectively. The four letters are first level parameters. The Directed Acyclic Graph in
Fig. 4 suggests a simple representation of the Rμ,ρ-LOL model. For each areal unit i ,
the expected number of patches to be collected is a/b and the inverse of the expected
biomass contained in one patch is c/d. Dissimilarity between all areal units is deter-
mined by the dispersion among the zi . The smaller the variances a/b2 and c/d2 will
be, the more similar the areal units will become.

For the �� distribution of Sect. 2.2, a regional distribution has to be put on a three
dimensional vector zi = (αi , βi , δi ). We chose to draw logi t (δi ) = log(

δi
1−δi

) from a
normal distribution and βi from a gamma distribution (model called Rδ,β -��). For a
fair comparison keeping the same number of parameters among models, we decided
in what follows to set the coefficients of variation of the gamma distributions to a
constant αi = α̃ for all i = 1, 2, . . . , I , which is not an unrealistic assumption from
an ecological point of view. It means that the coefficient of variation of strictly positive
abundances is constant whatever the areal unit.

Fig. 4 Directed Acyclic Graph for the Rμ,ρ -LOL model with regionalization structure. The square nodes
represent observed data and the circles refer to latent variables or parameters. Arrows depict stochastic
dependence between nodes
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Regionalized model structures take advantage of global similarity between areal
units regardless of the distance that separates them. However, one could argue that
spatially more proximate units should have a more similar behavior. The idea that
vicinity matters is developed in the following section using a BYM model which
includes an intrinsic Gaussian conditional autoregressive component to impose a spa-
tial structure.

2.4.2 A BYM model to link neighboring areal units

Another approach to model the spatial variations between areal units is to assume that
mainly neighboring units have a similar behavior. To represent spatially correlated
random effects zi (i = 1, 2, . . . , I ), we used the following model, originally proposed
by Besag et al. (1991) and usually referred as BYM model:

g(zi ) = m0 + �i + εi

In the above expression:

– g is an univariate link function of the latent vector z = (z1, z2, . . . , zI )

– m0 is a constant term. It represents an overall average effect.
– �i is the spatially structured component of the model through an intrinsic Gaussian

conditional autoregressive model (IAR) (Banerjee et al. 2004) on � = (φ1, φ2, . . . ,

φI ):

[
�i |� j , j ∼ i

] ∝ exp

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩−

(
�i − 1

ni
� j∼i� j

)2

2
s2
IAR
ni

⎫⎪⎬
⎪⎭.

where i ∼ j means areal unit i and areal unit j are neighboring, ni denotes the
number of adjacent areal units to unit i and s2

IAR is the local standard deviation. We
suppose two areal units sharing a common boundary are neighbors.

– εi captures a residual unstructured heterogeneity using a normal pdf:

(εi )1≤i≤I
i.i.d∼ N (0, s2

ε ).

The IAR structure is improper (the sum of the �i must be centered so that the con-
ditional distributions make sense to define a joint pdf on R

n−1), but we will see in the
next section that, since it is used only as a top level structure (prior) in a hierarchical
Bayesian setting, the inference does not present any difficulty and the posterior will
be proper. Each time a component of z is modelled by a BYM structure through a uni-
variate link function g, three top-level parameters (m0, s2

ε , s2
IAR) have to be inferred.

It is worth noting that when s2
IAR = 0, the BYM structure yields a regionalized model

with the normal pdf as a regional distribution H on the g(zi ).

If the LOL model is used as data submodel, one may wish that the expected numbers
of patches in areal unit i, given by μi , ressembles those in neighboring units. Through
the univariate link function g(zi ) = log(μi ), a BYM structure can be added on the
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Table 1 Ten competing hierarchical models based on the LOL and the �� distribution

Spatial structure/data submodel LOL ��

zi = (μi , ρi ) zi = (δi , αi,βi )

No spatial effect (I) (LOL)⊗I (��)⊗I

Neighbors are exchangeable (R) Rμ,ρ -LOL Rδ,β -��

Neighbors are partially exchangeable (PR) Rμ-LOL Rδ-��

Neighbors are spatially correlated but partially (PS) BYMμ-LOL BYMδ-��

Neighbors are spatially correlated and regionalized (S + R) BYMμRρ -LOL BYMδRβ -��

latent vector μ = (μ1, μ2, . . . , μi ). Modelling ρ with a spatial structure instead of μ

or modelling both ρ and μ as a multivariate BYM is discussed later.
A BYM layer can also be added to a delta model. For the �� distribution with the

three dimensional vector zi = (αi , βi , δi ) (Sect. 2.2), spatial structure can be added
on the probability of a zero e.g., using the simple link function g(zi ) = logi t (δi )

or it could be added on the expected non-zero biomass in areal unit i e.g., writing

log
(

αi
βi

)
= m0 + �i + εi . Additionally, more sophisticated models could also rely on

a multivariate BYM structure.

2.5 Competing hierarchical constructions

Depending on the number of parameters in each data submodel to be spatialized,
the chosen link functions and the hypothetized regional distribution, many hierar-
chical constructions can be specified. Table 1 sums up the 10 combinations for the
LOL and �� submodels, with or without spatial structure, which are compared in
Sect. 4.

Five variants of the LOL were considered (Table 1): the LOL independently
applied to each areal unit (called (LOL)⊗I ), the Rμ,ρ-LOL model (see Sect. 2.4.1),
a partially regionalized version of LOL (called Rμ-LOL) in which the latent vari-
ables μi (i =1, . . . , I ) are i.i.d following a gamma distribution and ρi = ρ̃ from 1
to I, a BYMμ-LOL model in which the latent variables μi follow a BYM model
(Sect. 2.4.2) and ρi = ρ̃ from 1 to I and a BYMμRρ-LOL model in which the latent
variables μi follow a BYM model and the ρi are i.i.d following a gamma regional
distribution.

Five models based on similar structures have been considered for the �� distri-
bution (Table 1): the �� distribution independently applied to each stratum (called
(�G)⊗I ), the Rδ,β -�� model (Sect. 2.4.1), a partially regionalized version (called
Rδ-��) in which logit(δi ) are i.i.d following a normal distribution and βi = β̃ for
all i from 1 to I, a spatialized version (called BYMδ-��) in which the logit(δi ) fol-
lows a BYM model and βi = β̃ from 1 to I and a second spatialized version (called
BYMδRβ -��) in which the logit(δi ) follows a BYM model and βi are i.i.d following
a gamma regional distribution.
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3 Bayesian inference

The inference for the family of models relying on the LOL or on the �� distribution
has been developed under the Bayesian paradigm. This setting offers the possibility
of accounting for external qualitative information through the prior, the common-
sense intuitive interpretation of posterior statements in terms of probabilistic bets and
the coherence with probability theory when deriving predictive judgments by inte-
grating out nuisance parameters. Thanks to Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
sampling algorithms—the Gibbs sampler and/or the Metropolis Hastings algorithm
(Robert and Casella 2004), the Bayesian framework is also particularly appropriate
for working with hierarchical models such as the ones we presented here (Banerjee
et al. 2004).

The Bayesian model specification requires prior distributions. In our case, it is
difficult to produce informative priors for theoretical quantities such as an expected
number of collected patches during a sampling event given that the definition of what
consists of a patch depends on scale. Consequently, a simple approach was to con-
sider flat priors. When the LOL was applied independently to each stratum, μi and
ρi (i = 1, 2, . . . , 38) were independent with a flat normal prior truncated at 0. For
the regionalized versions of the LOL (Sect. 2.4.1), the unknown parameters a, b, c
and d all followed a gamma prior with 0.01 as shape and rate parameters. Finally,
for the BYMμ-LOL and BYMμRρ-LOL models, we used the priors recommended
in Banerjee et al. (2004): the precision 1

s2
ε

of the non-spatialized residual component

(Sect. 2.4.2) with a gamma prior with 0.001 as shape and rate parameters and the local
precision of the IAR model τIAR = 1

s2
IAR

following a gamma prior with 0.1 as shape

and rate parameters.
Models fitting was performed using the software OpenBUGS and the BRugs pack-

age in R (R-Project for Statistical Computing, Version 2.4.1). OpenBUGS is a useful
and well documented tool (Spiegelhalter et al. 2007; Congdon 2001) for Bayesian
analysis of complex statistical models using MCMC techniques. It is worth mention-
ing that the introduction of an additional spatial prior for the expected numbers of
patches μi (i = 1, 2, . . . , I ) has not to be paid much when inferring the unknowns
of the LOL model. In particular, the BYM prior can be easily implemented thanks to
GeoBUGS (Thomas et al. 2007), an add-on to OpenBUGS that fits spatial models.

We ran each model of Table 1 for 200,000 cycles with a burn-in period of 50,000
cycles and a thinning of 100 cycles. We checked the convergence of MCMC algo-
rithms by computing Brooks and Gelman statistics (Brooks and Gelman 1998) thanks
to the R package Coda.

4 Case study: bottom-trawl survey data

In this section, we report results from the analyses of the data from the bottom-trawl
survey of the sGSL. As detailed in Sect. 2.1, we used zero-inflated data collected from
1999 to 2001. Additionally, we assumed that each of the 38 strata defined in the sGSL
encompasses approximately uniform habitat.
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The goals of our analysis were:

1. to select a model by comparing the fitting and predictive abilities of the (LOL)⊗I ,
Rμ,ρ-LOL, Rμ-LOL, BYMμ-LOL and BYMμRρ-LOL models with the corre-
sponding versions of the �� model (see Table 1).

2. to analyse more precisely the results obtained with the best structure: the BYMμRρ-
LOL model.

4.1 Comparing the fitting abilities

Generally speaking, it is difficult to define meaningful criteria to compare hierarchical
Bayesian models. Even if MCMC sampling techniques make it easy to compute, the
Deviance Information Criterion (DIC) proposed by Spiegelhalter et al. (2002) has no
clear statistical interpretation (except for normal linear models) and depends on the
choice of parametrization. Instead we have focused on the Bayes factors which do not
have these major drawbacks. Bayes factors were computed from asymptotic approxi-
mations as proposed by Kass and Raftery (1994). More details are given in Appendix
1.

To get a meaningful comparison between models, we computed partial Bayes fac-
tors from informative priors by performing a split sample test analysis. Appendix 2
details an ingenious method to perform quickly a Bayes factor sensitivity analysis to
priors. The sequence of survey years was ignored since we were also ignoring tem-
poral trends in abundance. Consequently, there were seven ways to split the sample
of 3 years, so as to define a learning sample to get a proper pdf for the unknowns, to
serve as a prior on the remaining sample:

– empty learning sample (non-informative priors as defined in the previous section),
– one year of data to learn (3 possibilities: either 1999 or 2000 or 2001), yielding an

informative state of knowledge for the unknows and 2 years to compare models,
– two years of data to learn (3 possibilities: 2 years to be taken among 3) and the

remaining year as a validation data set. This case corresponds to very informative
priors.

In order to obtain meaningful partial Bayes factors, we used 2 years of data (about
66% of the datasets) to learn and define the prior distributions. The diagonal lines
of Tables 2 and 3 show the relative credibility of similar versions of each model
applied to urchins and anemones abundance data, respectively, based on validation
samples consisting of single years (either 1999 or 2000 or 2001). Following Kass and
Raftery’s ideas (Kass and Raftery 1994), the Bayes factors are indicated at (2 × log)
scale and a value greater than 2 means that the tested LOL version has significantly
better fitting performances than the similar �� version. On the contrary, a negative
Bayes factor, lower than −2, means that the tested �� version has significantly better
fitting performances than the similar LOL version.

For both urchins and anemones, the partially regionalized version Rμ-LOL and the
spatial version BYMμ-LOL fitted to the data better than the analogous �� models
(Tables 2 and 3). Basically, the hypothesis βi = β̃ (i = 1, 2, . . . , 38) of the Rδ-��

and BYMδ-�� models (Sect. 2.5) resulted in overly strong smoothing of the average
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Table 2 Urchins: partial Bayes factors (at (2× log) scale) computed from the validation samples consisting
of single years (1999, 2000 or 2001)

� (��)⊗38 Rδ,β -�� Rδ-�� BYMδ-�� BYMδRβ -��

3.88

(LOL)⊗38 −4.93

−5.53

−3.66

Rμ,ρ -LOL −2.51

−7.08

3.49

Rμ − L O L 13.05

4.64

1.42

BYMμ-LOL 11.36

4.78

−4.41

BYMμRρ -LOL −3.79

−7.01

Table 3 Anemones: partial Bayes factors (at (2× log) scale) computed from the validation samples con-
sisting of single years (1999, 2000 or 2001)

� (��)⊗38 Rδ,β -�� Rδ-�� BYMδ-�� BYMδRβ -��

−11.04

(LOL)⊗38 3.28

−4.98

−0.66

Rμ,ρ -LOL 3.29

0.23

−50.04

Rμ-LOL 36.63

16.82

−51.51

BYMμ-LOL 26.85

19.22

−0.42

BYMμRρ -LOL 8.41

0.49
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Fig. 5 Urchins: Posterior medians (top) and posterior standard deviations (bottom) of the average biomass
estimates Qi (i = 1, 2, . . . , 38) and proportion of zero values estimates δi (i = 1, 2, . . . , 38) from model-
ling the zero-inflated abundance data with similar hierarchical versions of LOL and �� (here referred as
DG) model. I: no spatial effect, R: Exchangeable neighbors, S + R: Neighbors are spatially correlated and
regionalized

abundance estimates compared to the hypothesis ρi = ρ̃ for the analogous LOL ver-
sions. Consequently, the LOL versions provided average biomass estimates that were
closer to the empirical average biomass compared to �� versions (results not shown).

The independent version of the LOL model globally provided a poorer fit than the
independent version of the ��. For both urchins and anemones, the partial Bayes
factors were significantly negative for two validation samples among three. Addition-
ally, Figs. 5 and 6 indicate that the (LOL)⊗38 model tended to slightly underestimate
the proportions of zero values, given by δi (i = 1, 2, . . . , 38), and to overestimate
the average biomass, given by Qi , compared to the (��)⊗38 model. Moreover, the
posterior standard deviations often were greater for the (LOL)⊗38 model meaning that
it provided less precise estimations compared to the (��)⊗38 model.

The Rμ,ρ-LOL and BYMμRρ-LOL models provided poorer fits to the urchin abun-
dance data compared to the analogous �� models (Table 2). The partial Bayes fac-
tors were significantly negative for all validation samples. The LOL versions tended
to overestimate both the empirical small proportions of zero values and the high
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Fig. 6 Anemones: Posterior medians (top) and posterior standard deviations (bottom) of the average bio-
mass estimates Qi (i = 1, 2, . . . , 38) and proportion of zero values estimates δi (i = 1, 2, . . . , 38) from
modelling the zero-inflated abundance data with similar hierarchical versions of LOL and �� model (here
referred as DG). I: no spatial effect, R: Exchangeable neighbors, S + R: Neighbors are spatially correlated
and regionalized

empirical average abundances compared to the �� models (results not shown). On
the contrary, the Rμ,ρ-LOL and BYMμRρ-LOL models provided superior fits to data
on the abundance of anemones than the analogous �� models (Table 3). The partial
Bayes factors were close to 0 for two validation samples among three and greater than
2 for the validation sample based on data collected in 2000. Figure 6 shows that the
posterior medians and posterior standard deviations globally matched for the average
abundances and proportions of zero for analogous versions of LOL and �� models.

Computed DIC values associated with each competing model (not shown) globally
confirmed all our results.

To check Bayes factors sensitivity to priors, we performed a partial robustness
analysis to prior specification. In order to smooth the numerical instability due to the
computation of harmonic means (see Appendix 1 Eq. 11), we monitored the evolu-
tion of the Bayes factors from an initial sample of 200,000 iterations to a sample of
500,000 iterations by successively increasing the former by 1,500 additional itera-
tions. The sensitivity of Bayes factors both to prior choice and to the corresponding
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Fig. 7 Evolution of the partial Bayes factors (at (2× log) scale) comparing the BYMμRρ -LOL model to
the BYMδRβ -�� model according different priors specifications and different partitions of the 3 years
sample. “NI”= Non-informative prior (partition 1), “I” = Informative prior (partitions 2, 3, 4), “VI” = Very
Informative prior (partitions 5, 6, 7)

validation sample is clearly observed in Fig. 7. This is true for all the models com-
pared. Although the evidence in favor of the BYMδRβ -�� model decreased when
the level of prior information increased, the same conclusion remained in the case of
the urchin abundance data: the BYMδRβ -�� fitted the data better than the BYMμRρ-
LOL (i.e., Bayes factors were always strictly smaller than −2). Moreover, for a given
level of prior information, this analysis showed the degree of evidence in favor of the
BYMμRρ-LOL model could vary enormously depending on the data used to compute
Bayes factors. This was clearly the case for the anemone abundance data: a very strong
evidence in favor of the LOL versions based on the data collected in 2000 but no evi-
dence for the ones collected in 1999 and 2001. This sensitivity of Bayes factors to the
validation sample may indicate interannual changes in the distribution of abundance
data.

4.2 Comparing the predictive abilities

When the interannual changes in the abundance data are small enough to be ignored,
such statistical models could be used as predictive tools, for instance, to help to plan
future surveys in the sGSL. Therefore, comparing models can also be performed within
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a predictive setting with a loss function to evaluate both the discrepancy between the
test data and the predictive structure and the variance of predictions.

By dividing again the data y into a learning sample y(−t) and a test sample y(t) of
quantities we want to re-evaluate, we computed the Posterior Predictive Loss Criterion
(PPLC) proposed by Gelfand and Ghosh (1998) for each model M of Table 1:

Cω
(y(−t),y(t))

(M) =
n∑

l=t

(σ̂ 2
l ) + ω

ω + 1

n∑
l=t

(
μ̂l − yl

)2 (3)

where μ̂l = E(Ŷl) and σ̂ 2
l = Var(Ŷl), i.e., the mean and variance of the predictive

distribution of Ŷl (the predictive variable for yl ) given the learning sample y(−t). For
a given model, a smaller criterion indicates better predictive abilities.

Starting with a non-informative prior, we processed the abundance data from 1999
to 2001 and then tried to predict data collected in 2002. For each tow made in 2002,
we generated a 2000-sample of abundance values according to the related predictive
distribution. Summary statistics were calculated from this. For instance, Table 4 sum-
marizes the PPLC computed when ω = 1 (see Eq. 3) for the proportion of null catches
(no organisms caught) and the average biomass expected to be collected for urchins
and anemones, respectively.

For both species, the LOL provided better predictions of the average expected bio-
mass and proportion of zero values collected compared to the analogous �� models
(Table 4). The largest improvements were obtained for the predictions of the aver-
age biomass with PPLC clearly smaller for the LOL model compared to analogous
versions of the �� model.

Looking at each component of the PPLC (Eq. 3), we noted that not only the pre-
cision of predictions was clearly improved from the LOL models but also that the
discrepancy between the observed average abundances and the predicted values was

Table 4 PPLC computed from the abundance data collected in 2002 for ω = 1

Urchins Anemones

Proportion of zero
values

Average biomass Proportion of zero
values

Average biomass

(LOL)⊗38 1.30 566.49 2.20 26.37

Rμ,ρ -LOL 1.32 492.35 2.11 27.26

Rμ-LOL 1.25 414.97 2.16 29.20

BYMμ-LOL 1.28 411.81 2.11 29.76

BYMμRρ -LOL 1.34 473.67 2.03 26.89

(��)⊗38 1.45 758.89 2.17 34.53

Rδ,β -�� 1.36 1235.47 2.14 28.18

Rδ-�� 1.36 646.15 2.13 50.34

BYMδ-�� 1.32 644.17 2.05 50.46

BYMδRβ -�� 1.33 810.32 2.05 31.97
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Fig. 8 Urchins: 95% credible intervals computed from the predictive distributions for the average biomass
expected to be caught from the BYMμRρ -LOL model (solid lines) and BYMδRβ -�� model (dashed lines).
The triangles correspond to the average biomass observed in 2002. The points correspond to the medians
of the predictive distributions.

globally smaller (results not shown). Figure 8 illustrates these results. We note that
the BYMμRρ-LOL model always provided smaller 95% predictive intervals while
the medians of the predictive distributions were either similar or slightly closer to the
empirical values compared to the BYMδRβ -�� model.

Independent versions (LOL)⊗38 and (��)⊗38 are overfitted models which explains
why they generally provided the worst predictions (Table 4).

It is worth mentioning that we also computed the PPLC when ω = 3 and ω = +∞.
The same conclusions remained concerning the predictive performances of compet-
ing models when the weight of the component measuring the discrepancy between
observations and predictions, given by ω

1+ω
, increased (results not shown).

4.3 The BYMμRρ-LOL model

Among the competing hierarchical versions based on LOL (see Table 1), the
Rμ-LOL and BYMμ-LOL are the poorest members of the LOL family in terms of
fitting ability and the independent version (LOL)⊗38 is over-fitted. Globally speak-
ing, the Rμ,ρ-LOL and BYMμRρ-LOL models have similar fitting abilities for both
species (partial Bayes factors computed but not shown). However, the spatial version
BYMμRρ-LOL is clearly superior to the regionalized version for predictive purposes
(Table 4). That is why, we favor this model and we give details on the results obtained
for this model.
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Table 5 Posterior means, coefficients of variation and 95% credible intervals for the BYMμRρ -LOL model
parameters (see Sect. 2.4.2).

Parameters Posterior mean Posterior CV IC95%

Urchins s2
IAR 2.23 [0.90, 4.30]

s2
ε 0.12 [0.002, 0.53]

m0 −0.03 [−0.22, 0.15]
κ 0.93 [0.68, 0.99]

Anemones s2
IAR 1.15 [0.45, 2.36]

s2
ε 0.05 [0.001, 0.29]

m0 −1.015 [−1.21,−0.83]
κ 0.94 [0.65, 0.99]

κ indicates the part of variability explained by the IAR structure

Table 5 contains the posterior means, coefficients of variation and 95% credible
intervals for the parameters of the BYMμRρ-LOL model from MCMC runs performed
on abundance data of urchins and anemones collected in 1999, 2000 and 2001. The
proportion of variability explained by the IAR component of the BYM structure was
measured by the ratio κ of the IAR model and the global variability.

In the absence of spatial effects, the expected number of patches of urchins is rather
variable around 1 (0 is contained within the 95% posterior credible interval for m0,

the global mean for the log(μi ) i = 1, 2, . . . , 38). For the anemones, this expected
number is close to zero with a 95% posterior credible interval for m0 strictly inferior
to zero.

For both species, a strong spatial autocorrelation between neighboring strata for
the average number of patches collected was estimated (Table 5). Indeed, the IAR
structure accounted for about 93% of the global heterogeneity for each species. The
variance of the residual noise was therefore smaller than that of the IAR structure.
This seems to indicate that the urchins and anemones have a broad-scale patchy distri-
bution in the sGSL. The local variance estimate of the IAR structure was smaller for
the anemones (1.15) than for the urchins (2.23). Basically, this means that the spatial
distribution of urchins displays more heterogeneity between neighboring strata than
the anemones.

The maps displayed in Fig. 9 facilitate a comparison of the average biomass of
urchins and anemones collected in 2002 to the values predicted with the BYMμRρ-
LOL model. Globally speaking, the maps of observed and predicted average biomass
agree (empirical correlation: around 0.78 for both species). The main visual differ-
ences appear for the anemones. This may be explained by major interannual changes
in the abundances of anemones as previously emphasized by the high sensitivity of
Bayes factors to the year of data used to compute them (Fig. 7). As expected, the
BYMμRρ-LOL model induced a local smoothing of the average biomass between
neighboring strata. Hence, the predicted maps emphasize less heterogeneity in the
spatial variations of the average biomass compared to the observed maps.
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Fig. 9 Average biomass in urchins (top) and anemones (bottom) observed in 2002 and predicted with the
BYMμRρ -LOL model, given the learning sample of data collected from 1999 to 2001

5 Discussion and perspectives

The LOL has considerable potential for the general analysis of zero-inflated abun-
dance survey data. First, its latent variables μ and ρ can easily incorporate several
relevant properties of organisms distribution. For example, environmental covariates
can be used in determining the prior distributions for μ and ρ via generalized linear
models. Another approach could be to explain the average biomass μ

ρ
by environmen-

tal covariates instead of μ and ρ. Secondly, many hierarchical constructions can be
imagined from this conceptual data submodel. In this paper, we proposed five possi-
ble hierarchical variants. We excluded multivariate BYMμ,ρ-LOL to favor parsimony
and to avoid mathematical intricacy. We did not consider spatial effects on ρ (BYMρ-
LOL, Rρ-LOL or BYMρRμ-LOL) on the basis of a preliminary descriptive analysis
of the sGSL dataset. We computed Moran’s statistics for ρ = (ρ1, ρ2, . . . , ρ38) and
μ = (μ1, μ2, . . . , μ38), respectively. In our case, as it must refer to latent variables z,
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Fig. 10 Posterior distributions of Moran’s index for the latent variables μi (right) and ρi (left) when the
(LOL)⊗38 model is applied to urchin abundance data. The solid line represents the distribution of Moran’s
index under the independence hypothesis

we used the MCMC samples obtained from the independent case (LOL)⊗38 to com-
pute a posterior sample of Moran’s statistics for ρ and μ, respectively. These are plotted
in Fig. 10. Moran (Banerjee et al. 2004) showed that if the μi (respectively ρi ) are
i.i.d., Moran’s index is asymptotically distributed with mean − 1

Number of strata−1 = − 1
37

and an explicit variance. Figure 10 shows a larger departure from the independence
hypothesis for the average number of patches collected during a standard survey μi

(pvalue = 0.0005) than for the inverse of the average quantities of biomass in one
patch ρi (pvalue = 0.0049). Consequently, we put a BYM structure on log(μi ) and
assumed no spatial effect on ρi .

The analytical p.d.f for the LOL is:

[Y = y|μ, ρ] = 1y=0e−Sμ + 1y>0
μSρ√
μSρy

exp(−Sμ − ρy)I1(2
√

μSρy)) (4)

where S denotes the catch effort, and I1 the modified Bessel function of the first kind
linked with the occurrence of a strictly positive event. We did not present Eq. 4 earlier
as we preferred to highlight its conceptual properties of compound Poisson process.
The hierarchical Bayesian approach makes clear the role of different processes by
specifying them at different stages of the model’s hierarchy and confers a conceptual
sense on parameters: μ, the expected number of patches to be collected during a stan-
dard sampling event and 1/ρ the average biomass contained in any patch in a given
habitat.

Although the LOL is easily interpretable in its hierarchical form (see Eq. 1), great
care must be given not to over-interpret the significance of the LOL parameters μ and
ρ. These unknowns are not directly observed when sweeping a net through water to
capture organisms. Furthermore, the definition of patchiness depends on the scale at
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Fig. 11 Posterior correlations between ρi and μi (i = 1, 2, . . . , 38) according to the empirical average
biomass collected in September from 1999 to 2001. They were computed from MCMC samples obtained
by fitting the (LOL)⊗38 model. Each red point corresponds to one stratum

which it is measured. While it might be tempting to use the two variables to make
statements about the patchiness of organism distribution, the possible high degree of
correlation between the two confounds their interpretation (Fig. 11). Basically, this
linear correlation increases with the average biomass collected in a given habitat. In our
case study, this degree of correlation is clearly higher for urchin compared to anemone
abundance data (Fig. 11). More large and fewer null catches for urchins compared to
anemones explain this difference. In other words, when a lot of biomass is caught, the
LOL model does not properly resolve the differences between sampling a single large
patch or numerous small single-individual patches. One drawback of a high degree
of correlation is that successive values of MCMC chains are highly autocorrelated.
Consequently, the convergence of MCMC algorithms is reached more slowly. This
correlation should not however be viewed necessarily as a weakness of the model.
Indeed, when the LOL is used to estimate or predict the biomass in a given habitat,
the correlation between μ and ρ does not matter since the only quantity of interest μS

ρ
combines the two unknowns of Eq. 1. In particular, our results show that the predictive
abilities of the LOL models are globally better than �� models whatever degree of
correlations between μ and ρ. It is only jointly however that these two parameters can
be used to describe the distribution of observed biomass.

Our comparative study emphasizes that the fitting abilities of the LOL models
are slightly superior to analogous versions of the �� models when the considered
zero-inflated data have an empirical distribution with a strong peak at zero and small
quantities of strictly positive abundances (e.g., anemones, Fig. 2). However, as soon as
departures from these characteristics are observed (e.g., urchins), the fitting abilities
of the LOL models tend to worsen relative to �� models for the small proportions of
zero values. The expected number of patches is often under-estimated, possibly due
to a high level of correlations between μ and ρ.

In this paper, a BYM model has been proposed to create local spatial dependencies
between neighboring areal units through a IAR component. It is worth mentioning
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that this choice is only relevant when we assume that the survey area is split into
permanent areal units. It allows to coherently match a change of sampling effort
through the additivity property provided by the LOL model for abundance data col-
lected in homogeneous sites. However, as soon as embedded partitions of this survey
area are considered, the conditional dependency relationships implied by the IAR
structure are modified. Consequently, the additivity property provided by the LOL
model is not verified any more between two (or more) observations located in areal
units defined as sub-divisions of a same homogeneous original unit.

There are numerous possibilities for extending the use of the LOL in future studies.
For example, a multivariate LOL structure could be used to describe interspecies rela-
tionships in an analysis of ecological communities. Also, a discrete version of the LOL,
obtained by changing the exponential into a geometric p.d.f, may provide an alternate
model to the traditional ZIP and ZINB models used for counts. In this paper, we have
focused on underlying areal-based structures to model spatial correlations. However,
other models exist to represent spatially structured processes (Cressie 1993). Hence,
it would also be worth exploring structures that directly model spatial correlations
between abundance data depending on the geographical distances between sampling
sites. A geostatistical version of the LOL would likely be well suited for analyzing
zero-inflated continuous data at a finer spatial scale.

Appendix 1: MCMC Computation of Bayes factor

The Bayes factor B Fi, j is a measure of the relative credibility of the model Mi com-
pared to the model M j given the data y and appears as the ratio of the posterior
probability of the competing models when the prior probabilities are equal. Conse-
quently, it is simply the ratio of the marginal likelihood of the data under the model
Mi to the marginal likelihood under the model M j :

B Fi, j =
[Mi |y ]
[M j |y ]
[Mi ][M j ]

= [y |Mi ]
[y

∣∣M j ] (5)

Computing the marginal likelihood can be done by the following standard decom-
position for a given model M :

[y |M ] =
∫

[y |M, φ ][φ |M ]dφ (6)

In this section, φ is a generic notation employed for any subset of the unknowns (z, θ).

To emphasize that prior, likelihood and predictive pdfs are model specific, we write
in this section [φ |M ], [y |M, φ ], [y |M ] instead of [φ], [y |φ ], [y].

A traditional stochastic approximation by drawing a sample (φ(1), φ(2), . . . ,

φ(k−1), φ(k)) from the prior distribution [φ |M ] and performing the prior arithme-
tic mean of the [y

∣∣M, φ(k) ]′s is often not very efficient since probable values from
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the sampling prior distribution and from the likelihood function may lie far apart. We
used the method proposed by Kass and Raftery (1994):

[y |M ]−1 =
∫

[y |M, φ ]−1[φ |M, y ]dφ

A more robust approximation of the marginal likelihood of model M can be computed
by the posterior harmonic mean:

[y |M ] ≈
(

1

H

H∑
h=1

[y
∣∣∣φ(h), M ]−1

)−1

(7)

where φ(h) is the gth set of unknowns of the posterior sample (from [φ |y, M ]),
[y

∣∣φ(h), M ] is the value of the sampling density of the observed data in M calcu-
lated at φ(h), and H is the sample size. This estimate of the marginal likelihood is
known to be unstable, because the harmonic mean of the likelihood is highly sensitive
to the very small values that may appear during the sampling. This may hinder the
comparison of two models when their difference in credibility is low. However, in
practice, if the contrast between the credibility of the different models is high, the
approximation from (7) gives results which are accurate enough for identifying the
most credible model(s). An additional trick to increase numerical stability of (6) or (7)
is to ensure φ as the smallest subset of (z, θ) such that [y |M, φ ] is explicitly known.
As hierarchical models often exhibit partial conjugacy between their successive layers,
dimension reduction can be obtained by performing integration whenever possible, to
shrink [y |M, z, θ ] into [y |M, φ ].

In our case study, a 500, 000 MCMC replicates were used to compute stable approx-
imations of Bayes factors.

Appendix 2: Testing Bayes factor sensitivity to priors

Equation 6 shows that the marginal likelihood is not defined when an improper dis-
tribution [θ |M ] is chosen as a prior. More generally, Bayes factors are known to be
sensitive to prior choice (Kass and Raftery 1994; Sinharay and Stern 2002). A tra-
ditional approach to testing Bayes factor sensitivity to priors consists in computing
Bayes factors from different prior distributions. Its major drawback is computational
intensity, as one MCMC algorithm has to be run for each tested prior.

Informative priors are recommended to get a meaningful comparison between mod-
els relying on Bayes factors (O’Hagan 1995). However, in many hierarchical struc-
tures, parameters have purely conceptual interpretations (e.g., μ and ρ for the LOL
model). Defining a prior knowledge on these unknown quantities through informa-
tive probability distributions is tricky. That is why, non-informative priors are mainly
chosen. This is the case in this paper.
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Now, consider a split sample test analysis. Suppose that the data y can be divided
into two independent samples blocks y = (y(−t), y(t)). t is a partition index such that:

[y |M, θ ] = [y(−t) |M, θ ] × [y(t) |M, θ ] (8)

The subsample y(−t) is a learning sample: starting with the non-informative prior
[θ |M ], even improper, information conveyed in y(−t) is processed into an informative
pdf [θ ∣∣M, y(−t) ]. This latter posterior pdf is used as a proper prior for the study with
the test sample y(t). Using definition (5), the following partial Bayes factor can be
straightforwardly derived as a measure of the relative credibility of the model Mi com-
pared to the model M j for the test data y(t) after assimilating y(−t) during a learning
stage:

B Fi j,(t) = [y(t)|Mi , y(−t)]
[y(t)|M j , y(−t)] (9)

The learning sample y(−t) must be made large enough such that [θ ∣∣M, y(−t) ] is
proper and sufficiently informative, and small enough so that y(t) remains a represen-
tative sample of the whole dataset.

When using an informative pdf [θ ∣∣M, y(−t) ] as a prior for the study with the val-
idation sample y(t), provided that the likelihood can be decomposed using Eqs. 8, 7
gives the marginal likelihood:

[y(t)
∣∣M, y(−t) ]−1 =

∫
[y(t) |M, φ ]−1[φ ∣∣M, y(−t), y(t) ]dφ

=
∫

[y(t) |M, φ ]−1[φ |M, y ]dφ (10)

Varying the partition index t in the computation of the partial Bayes factor (see def-
inition (9)) does not induce any additional numerical cost: indeed Eq. 10 can be
approximated for various t , by the following expression analogous to 7, but with the
same replicates φ(h) drawn once from the complete posterior [φ |M, y ]:

[y(t) |M ] ≈
(

1

H

H∑
h=1

[y(t)

∣∣∣φ(h), M ]−1

)−1

(11)

This split test sample method, based on an original idea proposed by Lempers
(1971), allows to easily conduct a robustness analysis to prior specification by varying
the partition index t, possibly after rearrangering the ordering of the data.
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